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1. INTRODUCTION 
We give some slight new extensions of the Hodge decomposition due to Iwaniec [2] (see, also [3-5]) 
by proving essentially that for v E Wl 'n -en(~) ,~ C R n the vector field Dv(iDv] + e)-~n can 
be written as D~e + K~ with ~be E W l'r~ (~), re > n and K~ is a free divergence vector and is 
1-en C~2--¢n. small, i.e., [[Ke[[r~ ~< c¢][Dv][~_e,~ + In [1], the functions do vanish on the boundary and 
they decompose the vector field, DvlDv[ -en. The main motivations of such decomposition is the 
study of equivalence problems for nonlinear boundary value problems with measured ata. Many 
authors studied the existence and uniqueness of the solutions of such problems and different 
formulations have been introduced (see [1,3,6-11]). In particular, in [1], the authors consider the 
homogeneous Dirichlet problem for the equation 
- div ('~(z, u, Du)) + b(u) = #, in D'(~), (1.1) 
where ~ is an open bounded subset of ]R n, ~ : ~ x R x R n --* R n is a Carath~odory function 
with usual upper growth and such that ~(x, rl, ~)~ ~> a]~l n for a.e., x c ~t, for all (~, ~) E N x N n 
and b(u) c L 1 (gt). They prove that it is equivalent to find solutions in one of the three spaces 
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Vo, Wo, L~'n(~) (see Section 3 for their definitions). A basic tool in their proofs is the classical 
Hodge decomposition, unfortunately their proofs do not work in the case where the coercivity 
assumption on ~ is replaced by the weaker coercivity assumption 
~(x,~,~)~  al~l n -Z lv l  ~ - al(x), (1.2) 
where a > 0, /3 >/ 0, s ~> 0, al E LI(~). For example the function ~ _-- (a l , " "  ,an) with 
3i(x, 7/, ~) = [~ln-2~i + bi(x)~, i = 1, . . . ,  n satisfies (1.2). The new types of Hodge decomposition 
that we introduce allow us to say that solving the equation - div(~(x, u, Du)) + F(x, u, Du) = # 
in :D'(~) if ~ satisfies (1.2) and F verifies suitable assumptions, in Vo, Wo, L~'n(~) is totally 
equivalent. Actually, we will prove the results in the case of the Neumann problem. Moreover, in 
the case # E L 1 (~), besides weak, solutions we also consider enormalized solutions in the sense 
of Di Perna-Lions (see [8,11,12]) and entropy solutions introduced in [6]. By similar arguments, 
we have that all these different formulations are equivalent. 
2. SOME REF INEMENTS OF THE HODGE DECOMPOSIT ION 
The following theorem holds. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let ~ be an open bounded smooth subset o fR  n and let ~ El0, l/n[. For all v E 
w~'n-en(~) there exist ~e E W~ 'r~ (~) and Ke E L r~ (f~), where re = (n - en)/(1 - en) such that 
divKe = 0 and Dv(IDv I + ¢)-en = Dt~ + Ke. Moreover, 
1--en IIKell~ ~< c(n)~llDvlln_en + c(n, a)c 2-e'~, (2.1) 
I1¢~11oo 4 c(n) (l~lee-1) 1/(r~)' I-~. IIDvlln-~n, (2.2) 
where (re)' = re~re - 1 is the H51der conjugate of re. I1 I1~ denotes the norm in L ~. 
SKETCH OF THE PROOF. If we set Fe = Dv(IDv] + e) -en since Fe E L ~ (fl) the problem 
Age = div(Fe), in ft, 
~e = 0, in 0~, 
has a unique solution ~e e W01'r¢(12) (see [13,14]). Moreover, the following estimate holds 
1-en []D~eHr~ <~ c(n)llFeH~, < c(n)nDvHn_e,r Then, using techniques similar to those used in [1], we 
obtain 
H~enoo < c(n)(l~]ee-1) 1/(r~)' ]]D~eU~ ~< c(n) (l~lee-1) 1/(r~)' 1-en IIDvL_e~. 
If we put Ke = Dv(lDvl + ¢)-en _ Dq2e, to complete the proof we have only to prove (2.1). To 
this aim, let us consider the classical Hodge decomposition (see [2,5]) DvlDv] -~'~ = DOe + He. 
We have IIKel],.~ <. like - He[l~ + IIHe]l~. In order to get the desired estimate, we will use the 
estimate of HHe]lr~ given in [2,5] and the fact that like - He]lr~ <. c(n)IIhFell~,, where 
5F~-  
Dv Dv 
IDvl e~ (IDvl +¢)e~ 
Inequality (2.1) can be then obtained using the following inequality: 
tent ($ +t)e n ~ n¢2_en ' 
in order to get an estimate for 115Fellr~. | 
Theorem 2.1 can be extended to the case of functions that do not vanish on the boundary of ft. 
Using the extension theorem (see [15]) and cut-off unctions it is possible to prove the following. 
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THEOREM 2.2. Let f~ be an open bounded subset of ~ n, with smooth boundary 0~, for exam- 
ple, C ~ and let ~ E]O, 1/n[. For all v E Wl 'n -~(~)  there exist -~ E Wl'~(f~) and -Ke E L~(~), 
where r~ = (n - en)/(1 - ~n) such that 
m - -  m 
div K~ = 0, Dv(iDv I + g)-sn = D~,  + K,.  
Moreover, 
n 1-~n C(n, ~)e2-~n, 
, . . . .  ( ) '  
3. HYPOTHESES,  SETS,  AND DEF IN IT IONS 
Let ft be an open bounded subset of R n and let us consider the three following spaces: V = 
M¢E]0,1/n[ wl'n-en(Ft)  ; W ~- {v E V :  supsE]0,1/n[ c f~2 [ Dvln-sn < oo}; 
Ll'n(Ft) = {v: Ft ---+ ]~ measurable: ~(v) E wI 'n(Ft) ,V~ E Lipn(R), [v] < +oo},  
where Iv] = sups>0 ~ ff~ [Dv]n(1 + Ivl 1+5)-1, where 
Lip~(R) = {~P E WI'°°(R):  ¢'  E L~(R),¢(0) = 0}. 
The spaces V0, Wo, L~'n(Ft) are obtained if we replace in the above definitions WI'~(Ft) by 
II~'r(Ft). Let us consider the following three problems: 
-div('d(x,u, Du)) + F(x,u, Du) = #, in i2, 
~d. ~ + C(x, u) = u, on OFt, (P1) 
u E I1, F(x,u, Du) E La(f)), C(x,u) E Ll(0f~), 
-div('d(x,u, Du)) + F(x,u, Du) = #, in [2, 
8. ~ + C(x, u) = u, on OFt, 
u E W, F(x, u, Du) E L l(Ft), C(x, u) E L 1(OFt), 
(P2) 
- div ('d(x, u, Du)) + F(x, u, Du) = #, in 9t, 
"d . ~ + C(x, u) = v, on OFt, 
u E Ll'~(f~)N Ll-X/n(Ft), F(x, u, Du) E L 1 (Ft), C(x, u) E L I(OFt), 
where ~ denotes the outer normal to 0f~ and the data satisfy 
(H1) 
(P3) 
~(x,~,~) is a Carath~odory function such that there are: a > 0,/3 >~ 0, s/> 0, al E LI(Ft) 
~(x,v,¢)¢~>al~l~-Zlvl~-a~(x), fora.e.,xCFt, V(V,~)E~×~ ,
]a(x, ?7, ~)1 < C ([~I n-1 + ITll n - t  + a2(x)), a2 e nn/(n-1)(~); 
(H2) # E A/tb(Ft), u E Mb(OFt), being Mb the set of bounded Radon measures; the three 
formulations are taken in the following sense: V~ E Ur>n Wa'r(Ft) 
/ "d(x,u, Du)Dqa+ /n F(x,u, Du)~÷ Jo C(x,u)~= /a ~d#÷ L ~du. (3.1) 
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If  # e Ll(f~) and v • L l (0ft) ,  besides solutions of problems (Pi), i = 1, 2, 3 in the sense of (3.1), 
we will consider renormalized solutions in the sense of [12] and entropy solutions in the sense 
of [6]. That  is, we will take the following formulations: 
£ "d(x,u, Du)D(T(u)~)+ £ F(x,u, Du)T(u)~+ ~o~ C(x,u)T(u)~ 
= £ #T(u)~ + fo vT(u)~ 
V~ • WI '~(~)  N L°~(~), VT • WL~(N) ,  supp (T) is compact (PR) 
u • L l 'n (~)  NLl -1/n(f~),  F(.,u, Du) • Ll(f~), C(.,u) • L I (0~) ,  
and [ [Dul n = o(1), when "~ --* +ec,  
J, ~<lul4v+l 
£ ~d(x,u, Du)DTk(u-~)+ f~,F(x,u, Du)Tk(u-(z)+ 
(PE) 
V~ • wl 'n(~)N L°°(ft), F(., u, Du) • Ll(ft) ,  C(., u) • L'(cg~) 
u • ~ w]'n-en(f~), Tk(u) • WLn(ft) ,  Vk > 0, 
ce]O,1/n[ 
where Tk is the truncated function of u at the level k, that  is Tk(a) = a if ]al ~ k, Tk(a) = 
k sign(a) if lal > k. 
4. MAIN  RESULTS FOR QUASILINEAR EQUATIONS 
All the formulations given in the previous section are equivalent (see also [1,8,16]). More 
precisely we have the following. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let f~ be an open, bounded subset o f~ '~, n >~ 2, with smooth boundary Of~, for 
example C I. Then, under Assumptions (t11) and (H2) the three problems (Pi), i = 1, 2, 3 are 
equivalent. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let f~ be an open, bounded subset of R n, n >1 2, with smooth boundary 0~, for 
example C 1. Then, under Assumption (H1), # E L I (~) ,  and ~ E L](0f~), problems (PR),(PE) 
are equivalent to problems (Pi), i = 1, 2, 3. 
We remark that  Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 still hold if we replace the Neumann boundary condition 
with the homogeneous Dirichlet condition and V, W, L l '"( f~)A Ll-1/n(l-t) with V0, W0, L~'n(Q), 
respectively. The proofs of the theorems presented above and some more results like uniqueness 
will be given in a detailed paper [17]. 
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